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ABSTRACT
Users create large numbers of IoT stream queries with data
streams generated from various IoT devices. Current stream
processing systems such as Storm and Flink are unable to
support such large numbers of IoT stream queries efficiently,
as their execution models cause a flurry of cache misses while
processing the events of the queries. To solve this problem, we
present a new group-aware execution model, which processes
the events of IoT stream queries in a way that exploits the
locality of data and code references, to reduce cache misses
and improve system performance. The group-aware execution model leverages the fact that users create the groups
of queries according to their interests or location contexts
and that queries in the same group can share the same data
and codes. We realize the group-aware execution model on
MIST—a new stream processing system tailored for processing many IoT stream queries efficiently—to scale up the
number of IoT queries that can be processed in a machine.
Our preliminary evaluation shows that our group-aware execution model increases the number of queries that can be
processed within a single machine up to 3.18× compared to
the Flink-based execution model.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) devices generate various real-time
data streams in diverse places, such as real-time temperature
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in homes [11, 15], fertility in farms [24], ball movement in
stadiums [10], the number of cars in parking lots [13], and
much more. From these data streams, users can create IoT
stream queries—continuously processing data streams generated from their IoT devices—to obtain useful information
or to control their IoT devices with low latency. These IoT
stream queries handle a small amount of data streams related to users’ interests. For instance, users can create queries
that notify them of break-in at their home by inspecting the
data streams generated from their home doors, or that adjust
the fan speed of the air conditioner by analyzing the room
humidity and temperature data streams.
As users have various query requests on diverse IoT devices
deployed, they create many stream queries that are tailored to
their concerns. If the number of users is 10 million, with each
user creating 100 queries, then the number of queries becomes
1 billion. Thus, the number of IoT stream queries is huge. This
workload—large numbers of small queries—is very different
from the workloads that current stream processing systems
target: small number of stream queries that process a large
amount of data.
Current stream processing systems (SPSs) [8, 23, 27] such
as Storm, Flink, and Spark Streaming do not efficiently support large numbers of IoT stream queries efficiently, because
their execution models cause a flurry of cache misses for this
workload. When processing stream queries, they create separate processes or threads per query. This design works well
on the distributed execution of big queries. However, when
running large numbers of IoT stream queries, this execution
model causes frequent context switching among threads (or
processes). Since each thread holds the data of each query,
such as input data streams, internal query states and codes,
the frequent context switching increases the working set size
in a CPU, resulting in frequent cache misses, which in turn
increases CPU use and hinders SPSs from processing many
IoT stream queries.
To solve this problem, we take advantage of the fact that
users can naturally create groups of IoT queries according
to the users’ intentions. For example, a user who intends to
control her house can create a home group and add her homecontrol IoT queries to the group. Queries inside the same
group can process common data streams and have common
application codes (logic). For example, in the home group,
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queries that adjust the air conditioner or the heater according to the current home temperature process the same home
temperature data stream. In addition, queries adjusting the
temperature of different rooms inside the home can use the
same code to modify the room temperatures.
In this paper, we design a new group-aware execution
model that processes the events of queries in a way that exploits the locality of data and code references. The groupaware execution model enables a single thread to consecutively process all the events of queries within the same group.
This execution model reduces CPU cache misses and improves system performance, since the data and code residing
in the CPU cache will be reused. We realize the group-aware
execution model on MIST—a new stream processing system
aimed at supporting large numbers of IoT stream queries in a
cluster of machines. The group-aware execution model scales
up MIST to increase IoT queries that can be processed in a
single machine; thus it helps MIST minimize the necessary
number of machines to process billions of IoT queries. Our
preliminary evaluation shows that the group-aware execution
model improves the maximum number of stream queries that
can be processed in a single machine up to 3.18×, compared
to the Flink-based execution model, while maintaining the
median latency below 10 ms.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we describe the execution models of current
stream processing systems (SPSs) by investigating two popular streaming frameworks: Storm [23] and Flink [8]. We show
the limitations of their execution models in dealing with large
numbers of IoT stream queries.

2.1

Directed Acyclic Graph

Modern SPSs [8, 23, 27] are designed for users to easily run
big stream queries on distributed environments. They represent a stream query as a data-flow DAG (directed acyclic
graph). In a DAG, a vertex (v) is either a source (s), an operator (o), or a sink (k). An edge (v x → vy ) represents the
stream of data flowing from the upstream vertex (v x ) to the
downstream vertex (vy ). We explain the details of the data
stream and each type of vertex as follows:
• Data Stream: A data stream consists of continuous
events, and each event is a pair of a value and a timestamp. The value holds real-world information, such as
the current temperature or location, and the timestamp
specifies the time of event generation.
• Source: A source is the root vertex of a DAG, and it
fetches or receives a data stream from external systems,
such as Kafka [14] or MQTT Broker [7]. It sends input
events to downstream operators. This operation is I/Obound because it receives data from the network.
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• Operator: An operator is the intermediate vertex that
has incoming and outgoing edges. Operator receives
events, processes their values according to the defined
operation (filter, map, windowing, aggregation, or userdefined function), and it emits the processed events as
input events to downstream vertices. In general, operations, such as filters, maps, windowing, or aggregates,
are CPU-bound computations.
• Sink: A sink is the leaf vertex of a DAG, and emits
input events to external systems. It is I/O bound because
it sends data through the network.

2.2

Execution Model and Limitations

We explain the execution models of two popular streaming
systems—Storm and Flink—to show how they execute DAGs.
After that, we investigate their limitations of processing large
numbers of IoT stream queries.
2.2.1 Execution Model. Storm and Flink are good at
processing a rather small number of big queries in a distributed manner, by creating separate processes (in Storm)
and threads (in Flink) per DAG.
Storm [23] represents the DAG of a query as a topology
consisting of two component types: spouts and bolts. A spout
is mapped to a source, and a bolt is mapped to an operator
or a sink. To run a topology, Storm creates one or more JVM
processes, called Workers, and distributes spouts and bolts
across these Workers. Each Worker maintains several threads,
called Executors, and each Executor has an incoming and
outgoing event queue for a component (spout or bolt). When
events sent from the upstream vertex are enqueued to the
incoming event queue, the Executor thread processes the
events and sends them to the outgoing event queue. Spouts
receive events from the external system and send them to
the outgoing event queue. If there is no event to process in
the incoming queue, the Executor thread sleeps until another
event arrives.
Flink chains operators in a DAG and creates a DAG of
Tasks, where each Task runs on the long-running runtime
processes, called TaskManagers. A TaskManager can run
multiple Tasks from different queries. In the TaskManager,
each Task is executed by one thread, and the thread processes
the events of the vertex. As with Storm, each Task thread has
an incoming event queue, which sleeps when there is no event
to process in the queue.
2.2.2 Limitations. Creating multiple processes and threads per query causes an excessive number of context switching among them, which increases the working set size and
leads to frequent cache misses. Thus, the CPU becomes a
bottleneck.
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Figure 1: Performance evaluation of the Flink-based execution
model

As the number of queries increases in SPSs, the number of
threads or processes also increases. If the number of threads is
large, the number of context switching also increases. In addition, since each IoT stream query processes a small amount of
data streams, the threads sleep and wake up repeatedly, which
also increases the frequency of context switching. Commonly,
IoT devices generate events at a certain interval (e.g., 1 second). After a thread processes an event in a CPU, it waits
until another event is generated. In the meanwhile, another
thread can process the event of a different query in the same
CPU. As each thread handles each query, which has its own
data, such as data streams, codes and internal operator states,
multiple threads that process the events of different queries in
the same CPU will increase the working set size. Eventually,
a large working set will not fit into a CPU cache and lead to a
flurry of cache misses.
To understand this problem, we evaluate how Flink performance degrades as the number of queries (threads) increases
in a single machine (a single TaskManager). Storm evidently
supports a smaller number of queries than Flink does because
Storm executes queries in a heavier way than Flink (processes
per query vs threads per query); thus, we choose Flink as a
baseline.
We implement two categories of streaming queries for the
evaluation: Abnormal heart rate detection (AHR) and Point of
Interest recommendation (PoI). AHR query consistently detects abnormal heart rates based on the user’s activity, and PoI
query recommends nearby points of interest according to the
user’s current GPS location. To emulate IoT data streams, we
use two datasets: GeoLife [30] and PAMAP2 [21]. PAMAP2
is a dataset containing user’s activity, motion, and heart rate
data; and GeoLife is a collection of GPS trajectory logs from
people in Beijing. We generate an event per second on average, following a Poisson process model. Each AHR and PoI
query consumes a data stream generated from PAMAP2 and
GeoLife, respectively. EMQ [7] is used as a message broker
for the reliable large-scale delivery of these events.
We gradually increase the number of AHR and PoI queries
and measure throughput (the number of processed events per
second). The measured throughput should be proportional

to the number of queries, since each query processes one
event per second, on average. In all cases of the experiments,
we use a 28-core NUMA machine (2× Intel Xeon E5-2680
2.4GHz, 35M Cache, 8× 16GB RDIMM) to run MIST. Flink
TaskManager runs on the machine, and emulated sources,
message brokers, and result loggers run on separate machines.
Flink was able to handle approximately 4K queries, with
the main bottleneck being the cost to maintain thousands of
network connections. Flink deals with each query separately,
so a large number of network connections are created when
users submit many queries. Maintaining each network connection is expensive; thus it degrades system performance.
To investigate the problems concerning the execution model
(thread-per-query) clearly, we implement a Flink-based execution model that addresses the network bottleneck by sharing
the network connections among queries while creating a new
thread per operator, based on the Flink execution model. Figure 1 shows that the Flink-based execution model handles
up to approximately 110K stream queries, before the measured throughput significantly degrades. This is because the
Flink-based execution model has a CPU bottleneck, caused
by the higher number of cache misses. We present the detailed numbers, such as the number of cache misses and CPU
use compared to the MIST group-aware execution model, in
§ 3.5. In the following sections, we discuss how the MIST
group-aware execution model reduces the number of cache
misses and improves system performance.

3

GROUP-AWARE EXECUTION MODEL

In contrast to Flink, which creates new threads per query
and makes the OS scheduler responsible for scheduling the
event processing, we design a group-aware execution model
that exploits the locality of data and code references while
processing the events of queries in the same group. When
users create groups of queries, queries in the same group can
process the same data stream and have the same code. Our
main idea is to group events of different queries belonging
to a single group and process them consecutively in a single
thread. This approach better exploits the locality of data and
code references within the groups and improve the system
performance, as we can reuse the same data and code residing
in the CPU cache.

3.1

MIST Overview

Before illustrating the group-aware execution model, we give
a brief overview of MIST, which is a new stream processing system designed to process large numbers of IoT stream
queries in a cluster of machines. We realize the group-aware
execution model on MIST and enable MIST to increase the
number of queries that can be processed in a single machine.
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Figure 2: The architecture overview of the group-aware execution model in a stream engine. s x , o x , k x , q x , and Tx represents
a source, operator, sink, event queue, and an operator thread.

Overall, MIST consists of three components: the front end,
the driver, and the stream engines.
Front End. The MIST front end enables users to create
and manage queries. It also provides an interface for users
to group their queries by labeling them according to their
purpose. Each query is converted to a DAG and submitted to
the MIST driver.
Driver. When the DAG of a query is submitted from the
MIST front end, the MIST driver receives the DAG and assigns it to a stream engine out of the engines available. Each
stream engine is a process that runs on a single node and handles multiple stream queries. To process all of the queries in
the same group by leveraging the group information, the driver assigns the queries in the same group to the same stream
engine.
Stream Engines. A stream engine is a process that runs on
a single node, and it is in charge of processing multiple IoT
stream queries. It processes the events of queries according
to the defined DAGs. We apply the group-aware execution
engine in the MIST stream engine to increase the number of
IoT stream queries processed in a machine. Next we present
the details of the group-aware execution model.

3.2

Stage and Query Separation

Figure 2 shows the overview of the group-aware execution
model in a MIST stream engine. A MIST stream engine consists of three separate stages: the source stage, operator stage,
and sink stage. The threads of each stage are independent;
hence, by separating the threads for I/O operations (sources
and sinks) and CPU operations (operators), we can use the I/O
and CPU operations effectively [26]. Each stage has a fixed

number of threads (can be configured by system administrators) to reduce frequent context switching and cache misses
that can occur in a large number of threads and to realize that
a single thread processes the events of multiple queries in the
same group.
To separate the operation of sources, operators, and sinks,
MIST adds internal event queues to the DAG between a source
and an operator and between an operator and a sink. In Figure 2, query Q1 has internal operator event queues between
s1 and o1 and between s2 and o2. MIST also adds a sink event
queue between o3 and k1. The source thread receives and
sends events to the operator event queues, the operator thread
processes the events by applying the functions of downstream
operators in depth-first search order, and sends the processed
events to the sink event queues; the sink thread then emits the
events to external systems.
In following sections, we focus on the operator stage because processing the events of operators is the main bottleneck of the system. We explain how MIST assigns groups
and queries to an operator thread and processes events in the
operator stage.

3.3

Group and Query Assignment

To process the events of a group, MIST first assigns a new
group to a thread, and whenever a new query for the group is
created, MIST adds the operator event queue of the query to
the group. As an example of the assignment of operator event
queues, in Figure 2, MIST assigns group G1 to thread T 1 and
allocates the operator event queues of Q1 and Q2 (q1, q2, and
q3) to G1, because queries Q1 and Q2 are included in group
G1. Then, thread T 1 will process the incoming events of all
queries within group G1.
Our group assignment policy is to balance the number of
operator event queues in the operator stage. For instance, in
Figure 2, T 1 has two assigned groups (G1 and G2) and six
operator event queues; whereas T 2 has two assigned groups
(G3 and G4) and five operator event queues. When a new
group and queries are created, MIST will assign the new
group to T 2 in order to balance the number of operator event
queues. This assignment policy works well in a situation
where the size of groups (the number of queries) does not
frequently change, and the incoming event rate and required
computations for each query are similar. In § 4, we will further
discuss another assignment policy for other situations.

3.4

Group-Aware Event Processing

The remaining part is about how each operator thread processes events. Each operator thread has several assigned
groups because the number of threads is less than the number of groups in general. At a high level, to schedule the
events of assigned groups in a way that exploits the locality of
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data and code references, the operator thread picks an active
group, which has at least one event to be processed, processes
the events of the active group until there is no event to be
processed, and repeats this process.
Algorithm 1 shows this event processing mechanism. A
thread picks an active group from the active group queue (line:
3). For the active group queue, we use a blocking queue in
order not to waste CPU cycles when there is no event to be
processed. The thread sleeps if there is no active group. To
wake up the thread, we create a group dispatcher thread that
adds active groups to the active group queue by iterating the
list of assigned groups to a thread. For example, in Figure 2,
T 2 sleeps because it has no active group. When an event
is generated and enqueued to q9, G3 becomes active, and
the group dispatcher will add G3 to the group scheduling
queue of T 2. Then, T 2 will wake up and process the event.
After selecting a group, the thread selects an active operator
event queue that has at least one event (line: 8). After that, it
processes all of the events from the operator event queue until
it becomes empty. The operator event queue will be added to
the operator scheduling queue again when an event for the
operator event queue is created.
This event scheduling mechanism allows a thread to process the events of an operator successively, as well as the
events of operators in the same group consecutively. As
queries in the same group can have the same data stream
and code, MIST can reuse recently referenced data and codes
and reduce cache misses.
With a low probability, operator threads could be occupied
by an active group where events are continuously generated,
which would mean events in other active groups could not
be processed by the threads for a long time. MIST prevents
this situation by preempting the active group when the event
processing time of the group is larger than the preemption
timeout (pTimeout, line 7).
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Figure 3: Performance of the Flink-based execution model and
MIST group-aware execution model
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Function PROCESSING(activeGroupQueue, pTimeout)
while not finished do
// Sleep if the queue is empty
group ← activeGroupQueue.take();
opSchedQueue ← group.getOpSchedQueue();
startTime ← currentTime();
while group.hasEvent() and
elpasedTime(startTime) < pTimeout do
opEventQueue ← opSchedQueue.poll();
while opEventQueue.hasEvent() do
event ← opEventQueue.poll();
processEventInDFS(event);

Max. # of queries

1

# of LLC misses (109 )

Algorithm 1: Event Processing Mechanism
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Figure 4: (a) shows the number of last-level cache (LLC) misses
while processing 40K queries during 2 minutes and (b) shows
the CPU use while processing 40k queries during 2 minutes in
the Flink-based execution model and MIST group-aware execution model

3.5

Preliminary Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the MIST group-aware execution model in the same environment used for Flink evaluation § 2.2.2. We set the number of threads in the source,
operator, and sink stages to 100, 56 (2× the number of cores),
and 100, respectively. To emulate query groups, we group
n
100 AHR and PoI queries, i.e., the number of groups was 100
,
where n is the number of queries.
Figure 3 shows that the MIST group-aware execution model
improves the number of IoT stream queries processed in a
machine up to 350K with 6ms median latency; 3.18× larger
number of queries compared to the Flink-based execution
model. These results demonstrate that our group-aware execution model reduces cache misses and improves system
performance. Figure 4(a) shows that the Flink-based execution model has a 3.19× higher number of last-level cache
(LLC) misses compared to MIST in processing 40K queries
in 2 minutes. The higher number of cache misses leads to inefficient CPU use in the Flink-based execution model, which
is illustrated in Figure 4(b). At the same number of queries,
the CPU use of the Flink-based execution model is 30.2%,
whereas that of the MIST group-aware execution model is
13.8%.
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4

DISCUSSION

We discuss interesting research directions below to more scale
up IoT stream processing in MIST.
Reducing Duplicate Computations. In plenty of IoT stream queries, some queries can generate duplicate computations and this could be a cause of high CPU use. MIST
can reduce these duplicate operations by merging queries
that have the same computations. Sharing operations among
multiple queries has been explored in the streaming database
field [5, 9, 17, 20, 25, 28, 29], focusing on optimizing computations that have different parameters, such as different
window sizes or different filter predicates. MIST can also use
these techniques to merge queries. However, with billions of
stream queries, finding the queries to merge could be timeconsuming. To solve this challenge, we can also leverage the
group information to identify mergeable queries. By limiting
the search space within the same group, we can identify them
quickly with negligible overhead.
Load Balancing in Group Assignment. Current group assignment policy supposes that an operator thread load is proportional to the number of queries. However, load imbalance
can occur if the load is not proportional to the number of
queries: the incoming event rate and amount of computation
of each query are different. The load imbalance can increase
the latency and degrade the system performance; thus, group
assignment should consider the load of threads, which depends on the event rate, amount of computation, etc. As an
example, queuing theory can be used to measure the load of
threads [6]. Then, assigning new groups to the thread that has
the lowest load balances the load among threads.
Group Reassignment. Even when we balance the load of
threads while assigning groups, load imbalance could still
occur over time as we pin a group to a certain thread. For
instance, the number and the event incoming rate of queries
in a group can change over time after the group is assigned to
a thread. A high-level policy to mitigate the load imbalance
among threads is to reassign the groups from overloaded
threads to underloaded threads. To develop the reassignment
policy, we should consider several details, including how to
determine overloaded and underloaded threads, and which
groups should be reassigned. These issues must be addressed
while minimizing the number of groups to be reassigned,
because processing events of groups in different threads is
likely to increase the number of cache misses.
Reducing Memory Use. Some operators have internal states, such as windows or aggregates. When the size of persisting states for each query becomes large, memory can become
a bottleneck. Unloading (removing) the states of inactive
queries from memory to disk is a feasible solution to solve the
memory bottleneck, because some IoT queries could become
inactive for a long time. For instance, GPS queries that track
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bicycle location are only active when users are riding bicycles. However, with large numbers of queries, deciding which
queries are inactive is challenging. We can again address
this challenge using the group information. Since queries in
the same group can share data streams, queries that process
the same data streams are likely to become inactive at the
same time, when the data streams become inactive. Hence,
MIST could track whether a group is active or inactive and
(un)load the whole queries in the same group. This approach
can reduce the overhead of tracking each individual query
status.

5

RELATED WORK

Stream Processing Systems. The limitations of current
stream processing systems [8, 23, 27] are discussed in § 2.2.2.
Streaming Databases. Streaming databases [1–5] are designed to process data streams. They focus on streaming
queries that process data streams in which the data format is
relational data (e.g., uniform schema). Their target is different
from MIST, which does not limit the data format generated
from various IoT devices. In addition, they do not leverage
the group information and exploit the locality of data and
code references to scale up the number of queries processed
in a machine.
Sensor Networks. Sensor networks aggregate data streams
from geographically distributed sensors. Most sensor network
communities focus on data aggregation in the network to
reduce the communication overhead [16, 18]. In contrast to
them, our group-aware execution model focuses on centralized processing of IoT stream queries in the back-end server.
IoT Platforms. There are commercial solutions providing an integrated stack for developing IoT platforms, such
as Azure IoT Suite [19], AWS Internet of Things [22], or
IFTTT [12]. As these platforms need to serve more and more
stream queries, the MIST group-aware execution model can
be used to scale up stream processing in these systems.

6

CONCLUSION

We propose MIST, a new stream processing system that is
designed to efficiently handle large numbers of IoT stream
queries. To scale up the number of queries that can be processed in a machine in MIST, we design a new group-aware
execution model that exploits the locality of data and code references in the same group. Our preliminary evaluation shows
that the MIST group-aware execution model improves the
number of IoT stream queries up to 3.18× compared to the
Flink-based execution model. We believe that MIST offers
new, interesting opportunities for research to improve IoT
stream processing.
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